GROUND PLAN OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE OF AMUN AT MEDINET HABU
GROUND PLAN OF THE PERIPTEROS AND BARK SHRINE IN THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE
NUMBERS INDICATE THE POSITION OF THE FACSIMILE PLATES APPEARING IN THIS VOLUME
THE FAÇADE OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE

Photograph by Lanka and Lezon
THE FACADE OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE IN 1854

J. B. Greene, Monuments et paysages de la Nubie et de la Haute Égypte (Paris, 1854), pl. 33
THE INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS
A. SOUTH PILLARS
B. NORTH PILLARS
ELEVATION OF THE EAST FACADE OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE
NUMBERS INDICATE THE POSITION OF THE FACSIMILE PLATES
ELEVATION OF THE EAST INTERIOR OF THE THUTMOSID PERIPTEROS
NUMBERS INDICATE THE POSITION OF THE FACSIMILE PLATES
ELEVATION OF THE SOUTH INTERIOR OF THE THUTMOSID PERIPTEROS

NUMBERS INDICATE THE POSITION OF THE FACSIMILE PLATES
ELEVATION OF THE NORTH INTERIOR OF THE THUTMOSID PERIPTEROS
NUMBERS INDICATE THE POSITION OF THE FACSIMILE PLATES
INSCRIPTION OF THUTMOSE III ON THE NORTH ARCHITRAVE OF THE FAÇADE
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY AMUN-RE
FAÇADE, SOUTHEAST CORNER

Photograph by Kobylecky

Drawing by Ogden
SOPDET-SATET WITH OFFERINGS BEFORE OSIRIS(?) AND ISIS(?)
FAÇADE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE, BLOCKING STONE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
FAÇADE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
Photograph by Epigraphic Survey

Drawing by De Jong, Schenck, and Williams

THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
FAÇADE, SOUTH JAMB OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
FAÇADE, NORTHEAST CORNER

Drawing by Osgood and Schenck
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY AMUN-RE
FAÇADE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE
(Compare color plates 244-48)
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
FAÇADE, NORTH JAMB OF ENTRANCE
PLATE 160

RESTORATION INSCRIPTIONS OF HOREMHEB, SETY I, AND AMENMESSE
FAÇADE, SOUTH JAMB OF ENTRANCE

Photograph by Kobylecky

Drawing by Osgood
RESTORATION INSCRIPTIONS OF HOREMHEB, SETY I, AND AMENMESSE
FAÇADE, NORTH JAMB OF ENTRANCE
MARGINAL INSCRIPTIONS OF PAINEHJEM AND RAMESES III
FAÇADE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
MARGINAL INSCRIPTIONS OF PAINEJEM AND RAMSES III
FAÇADE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE
PLATE 164

VIGNETTE OF NEKHBEET
FAÇADE, LEFT OF CAVETTO CORNICE ABOVE ENTRANCE

Photograph by Kobylecky

Drawing by Osgood
PLATE 165

VIGNETTE OF WADJET
FAÇADE, RIGHT OF CAVETTO CORNICE ABOVE ENTRANCE

Photograph by Kobylecky

Drawing by Osgood
OFFERING SCENES OF PTOLEMY VIII EUPHROTIUS II
FAÇADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE
(Compare plate 168)

Photograph by Epigraphic Survey

isac.uchicago.edu
PTOLEMY VIII, ACCOMPANIED BY CLEOPATRA II, OFFERING WINE TO AMUNOPET AND AMUNET
FAÇADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE, LEFT END
(Compare plate 170)
PTOLEMY VIII, ACCOMPANIED BY CLEOPATRA II, OFFERING WINE TO AMUNOPET AND AMUNET

FAÇADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE, LEFT END

See plate 169
PTOLEMY VIII OFFERING MAAT TO AMUN-RE AND MUT
FAÇADE, Lintel Above Entrance, Center Left
(Compare plate 172)
PTOLEMY VIII OFFERING MAAT TO AMUN-RE AND MUT
PÄCADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE, CENTER LEFT

(See plate 171)
PTOLEMY VIII, ACCOMPANIED BY CLEOPATRA III, OFFERING WINE TO HORUS AND ISIS
FAÇADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE, RIGHT END
(Compare plate 174)
PTOLEMY VIII, ACCOMPANIED BY CLEOPATRA III, OFFERING WINE TO HORUS AND ISIS
FAÇADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE, RIGHT END

(See plate 173)
PTOLEMY VIII OFFERING MAAT TO AMUN-RE AND KHONSU
FAÇADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE, CENTER RIGHT
(Compare plate 176)
PTOLEMY VIII OFFERING MAAT TO AMUN-RE AND KHONSU
FAÇADE, LINTEL ABOVE ENTRANCE, CENTER RIGHT
(See plate 175)
DECORATION ON THE SOFFIT OF THE EAST ENTRANCE

(Compare plate 178 and color plate 140)
DECORATION ON THE SOFFIT OF THE EAST ENTRANCE.

(See plate 177 and color plate 200)
PLATE 181

INSCRIPTIONS OF THUTMOSE III ON THE INTERIOR ARCHITRAVES OF THE PERIPTEROS

A. EAST ARCHITRAVE
B. SOUTH ARCHITRAVE
C. NORTH ARCHITRAVE

Photographs by Keefe, Lezon, and Van Eynde
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY A MALE DEITY
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY MENEHYT
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE

Photograph by Keefe and Van Eynde

Drawing by Di Cerbo and Osgood
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY NEKHBET
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE

Photograph by Keefe and Van Eynde

Drawing by De Jong and Heidel
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE

Photograph by Kerf and Van Eynde

Drawing by De Jong and Weidel

PLATE 187

isac.uchicago.edu
THUTMOSE III EMBRACING ITHYPHALLIC AMUN-RE-KAMUTEF
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY ANUKET
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
(Compare color plate 241)
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY SATET
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THOTHMOSE III RECEIVED BY HATHOR
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY SOBEK
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY HORUS
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE

Photograph by Keefe

Drawing by Di Cerbo and Vértes
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY ANUBIS
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE

Photograph by Keefe and Van Goffe
Drawing by Alberts and Di Cerbo
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY OSIRIS
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
(Compare color plate 262)
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY RE-HORAKHTY
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY ATUM
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED AND GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED AND GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE

Photograph by Knott

Drawing by Baumeister and Schenck

PLATE 205
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUNET
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED AND GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERSEPTEROS, EAST SIDE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY MUT
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE

Plate 209

Photograph by Kobylecky
Drawing by De Jong and Johnson
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY MONTU
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE
THUTMOSE III BEFORE "THE KOPTITE"
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE

Photograph by Kobylenski
Drawing by Alberts and Osgood
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY HATHOR
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE

Photograph by Van Eynde
Drawing by Osgood
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED BY HORUS
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
(Compare color plate 242)
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY SETH
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III EMBRACING ITHYPHALLIC AMUN-KAMUTEF
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED AND GIVEN LIFE BY HORUS
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE

Photograph by Van Eynde
Drawing by De Jong and De Corbe
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY KHNUM
Peripteros, North Side

Photograph by Van Eynde

Drawing by De Jong and Di Cerbo

isac.uchicago.edu
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY WEPWAWET
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY THOTH
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
DETAILS OF MODIFICATIONS TO THE EXTERIOR CORNERS OF THE FAÇADE

A. SOUTHEAST CORNER
B. NORTHEAST CORNER

Photographs by Kobylecky
DETAILS FROM THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE PERIPTEROS

A. OUTLINE OF BALUSTRADE REMOVED AT SOUTHWEST ENTRANCE (below plate 182)
B. DOOR POST EMLACEMENTS ON SOFFIT OF ARCHITRAVE OVER SOUTHWEST ENTRANCE
C. OUTLINE OF BALUSTRADE REMOVED AT SOUTHWEST ENTRANCE (below plate 183)
D. INSCRIBED FRAGMENT REUSED AS PATCH STONE (below plate 192)
DETAILS FROM THE EAST AND NORTH SIDES OF THE PERIPTEROS
A. IN SITU BLOCKING STONE (plate 154), BACK VIEW
B. RECESSED NORTH REVEAL AND SOFFIT, EAST ENTRANCE
C. PATCH STONE EMPLACEMENT IN CORNER OF PILLAR (plates 159 and 206)
D. PTOLEMAIC REPAIRS TO PILLAR AND ARCHITRAVE (plates 181C and 217)
E. MODIFICATIONS TO PILASTER AT NORTHWEST ENTRANCE (plate 227)

Photographs by McClain
ELEVATIONS OF THE FAÇADE AND THE EAST INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS SHOWING LOCATIONS OF THE GRAFFITI IN CONTEXT
ELEVATIONS OF THE SOUTH AND NORTH INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS SHOWING LOCATIONS OF THE GRAFFITI IN CONTEXT

GRAFFITI ON THE SOUTH INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS

GRAFFITI ON THE NORTH INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS
GRAFFITI ON THE FAÇADE OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE (GR. 453–55)

Drawings by Di Cerbo
GRAFFITI ON THE SOUTH INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS (GR. 456–62)
GRAFFITI ON THE SOUTH INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS (GR. 463–69)
GRAFFITI ON THE EAST INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS (GR. 470–75)
GRAFFITI ON THE EAST INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS (GR. 476–81)
GRAFFITI ON THE NORTH INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS (GR. 482–87)

Drawings by Di Cerbo
GRAFFITI ON THE NORTH INTERIOR OF THE PERIPTEROS (GR. 488–92)

Drawings by Di Cerbo
DECORATION ON THE SOFFIT OF THE EAST ENTRANCE

(Compare plates 177–78)
THUTMOSE III GIVEN LIFE BY AMUN-RE, SHOWING EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY PAINTED DECORATION
PERIPTEROS, SOUTH SIDE
(Compare plate 193)
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED BY HORUS, SHOWING EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY PAINTED DECORATION
PERIPTEROS, NORTH SIDE
(Compare plate 215)
THUTMOSE III EMBRACED BY AMUN-RE, AS REPAINTED IN THE TWENTY-FIRST DYNASTY
PERIPTEROS, EAST SIDE, SOUTH OF ENTRANCE
(Compare plate 203)
THUTMOSE III RECEIVED BY AMUN-RE, AS REPAINTED IN THE PTOLEMAIC PERIOD

FAÇADE, NORTH OF ENTRANCE

(Compare plate 138 and color plates 245–47)
THE PAINTED DECORATION OF THE FAÇADE IN THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY

PLATE 245

Color Illustrations by Vértes
THE PAINTED DECORATION OF THE FAÇADE UNDER RAMESSES III
THE PAINTED DECORATION OF THE FAÇADE IN THE PTOLEMAIC PERIOD

PLATE 248

Color illustrations by Vértex
Details illustrating the phases of painted decoration of the peripteros and the exterior of the Eighteenth Dynasty temple.
DETAILS ILLUSTRATING THE PHASES OF PAINTED DECORATION OF THE PERIPTEROS AND THE EXTERIOR OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE
DETAILS OF THE PAINTED DECORATION OF THE FAÇADE AND THE PERIPTEROS OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE

A. DETAILS OF THE PTOLEMAIC PAINT LAYER AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE FAÇADE (Compare plate 150)

B. DETAIL OF THE CEILING IN THE AMBULATORY

C. EXAMPLE OF THE PAINTED DADO ON THE INNER PILLAR FACES OF THE PERIPTEROS (Compare plate 208)

D. THE PAINTED PATTERN ON THE KING’S SPORRAN (Compare plate 216)

E. VESTIGES OF THE PTOLEMAIC PAINTED BANDS ON THE SOFFIT OF THE NORTH ARCHITRAVE

F. THE PAINTED COSTUME OF THUTHMOSE III PARTIALLY OBSCURED BY LATE PERIOD PLASTER (Compare plate 225)